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Summary of findings:



Over the years 2015-2016, I attended a number of Australian outdoor camping-style

electronic music festivals, known colloquially as ‘doofs’. Having attended these sorts of

festivals for a number of years prior, over this period I conducted an anthropological study of

these festivals as events in themselves - which I would come to look at as rituals – and of the

community and subculture built around them. These festivals have been some of the most

fantastic, bizarre and eye-opening experiences of my life, largely because of the people I met

there. The full results of this study can be found in my Honours thesis Apotheosis and

Abandon: An Ethnographic Inquiry into the Experience of the Doof (2016). In this work I

provide a cultural account of doofing as a social and spiritual practice, and examine how it is

that such festivals take the shape they do, as well as how that acquire such a special status in

regular attendees’ lives, and how the experience shapes the doof community.

I was inspired by two observations:

• Firstly, that the large, orgiastic dancefloors found at every doof bare remarkable

similarities to certain ecstatic religious phenomena such as mass possession rituals

(like those we find in Maya Deren’s film Divine Horsemen: The Living Gods of

Haiti), or shamanic trance, found in other cultures. And

• Secondly, that the form of the doof experience in many ways mimicked that of

traditional rites of passage (Gennep 1960), whereby members of a society, typically

the young, are physically removed from society at large, and taken out into the

wilderness (or sacred ground), and stripped of their social status. In these outsiderzones (called ‘liminal’) these members of society are conventionally taught the

spiritual/cultural wisdom of the tribe through undergoing particular rites, often

associated with great physical strain.

So I began to look at the experience of doofing within the anthropological context of

religion, and found that the great ‘spiritual’ importance doofing held for attendees resembled

the special ‘sacred’ hallowing of these traditional rituals, and began my inquiry with the

hypothesis that although the contexts of these rituals might be different, something about the

subjective experience must be common to instigate such similar reported effects (healing/

therapy, renewed confidence, strong existential bonds with others (communitas) etc.) Going

on my own experience, I began to look at how various alterations in consciousness might be

interpreted in different cultures, particularly as religious/spiritual experiences, and what

function they might play. A few tropes immediately stood out, such as the crucial roles of clan

and community, music, and nature/the universe (cosmology). Over the summer of 2015-2016

I conducted a number of casual interviews with members of the doof community to better

understand their experiences, and hear from them why they came doofing, and what in

particular about it made it special. While doofers are a greatly diverse bunch of characters, I



found that in general people’s motivations and values were largely uniform, and it was this

universally experienced process that I wanted to understand.

The doof provides a completely unique social space for revellers, and in order to

understand how this came to be I realised I needed to look at doofs not as pre-packaged

experiences for doofers’ consumption, but as the cumulative effort of every persons’

contribution to the festival, down to each individuals’ attitudes. It became apparent through

interviews that in order to understand the form of the social space of the doof it had to be

viewed simultaneously with that of the city, from where just about all doofers come. The

physical removal of the party from the urban environment of the city had a dual effect: it let

people ‘let go’ or temporarily forget the conditions of sociality we all must deal with in the

city, and it beckoned doofers to foster a new connection with the earth. In the city we have to

deal with all manner of social codes and norms, and so many of our interactions are

facilitated through institutions and instrumentality, that is, we use people and are used by

others as representatives of entities other than ourselves; in the bush this sort of interaction is

almost entirely absent, as everyone’s sole purpose is to enjoy themselves, and as such the

festival becomes a kind of celebration of togetherness if nothing else.

In this shedding of the dominant ‘social structure’ of the city in preference for social

‘freedom’, doofers inevitably form strong if temporary bonds with those around them, as

everyone is seen to be doing essentially similar things. In my first chapter entitled ‘Critique

of Judgement’ I examine how the rejection of the rules and conditions of urban society leads

to a peaceful, highly individualist and relativist alternate (social) reality wherein an

egalitarian camaraderie prevails, and each person is largely free to act (and enjoy themselves)

as they please. The random chaos that often characterises the doof space is a product of this

fundamental freedom of the individual to pursue his/her own whims. When this new anticritical and accepting approach becomes near-universal, people begin to express themselves

in radically new and original ways, using costume and coining new words, mannerisms or

modes of behaviour. This character play demonstrates not just the freedom people feel in the

doof-world, but also the scope of aesthetic creativity inherent in the community. Doofers

actively spurn the symbols of mainstream Western society in the bush, adopting new

aesthetics that reference all manner of other cultures – often including shamanic or religious

tropes (e.g. feathers, Buddhic/Hindu imagery, etc.) – as well as creating their own. This I

argue creates an ephemeral vision of a new world, one that is inherently creative, where the

somewhat arbitrary rules and regulations of the city are no longer important, and the

community feels fecund with new, more holistic and salubrious ideas. Through being

grounded in nature and communitarian values, as well as holistic, if cherry-picked,

spiritualities, the latent philosophies of the doof instil in party-goers a more hopeful outlook

for human civilisation, rather than the polluting, in-fighting miasma of entropy that

characterises modernity now.

Music clearly played an extremely significant role in both the doof as a ritual and the

culture on the whole, and it seemed to me that it must operate on a much more integral level



than simply ‘this is what I like’. Inspired by the vast number of awesome dancefloor

anecdotes I have heard recounted from doofers and ravers alike, as well as my own

experience, I realised we would need a new analytical framework to understand what was

really going on. Music at a doof plays a fundamentally different role to the music of Mozart

in an auditorium or The Beatles on your iPod. In the full thesis I offer a dissection of what the

experience of ‘listening’ to psytrance on the dancefloor is like, and how its formal musical

structure acts to facilitate expression through dance, as well as altering one’s consciousness.

(I argue that ‘dancing’ and ‘listening’ to psytrance are much closer to synonymous than in

other genres of music.) Through entrainment, the music of psytrance permeates one’s being,

and in Chapter II, I study this experience viewing it in comparison with anthropological

literature on spirit possession and trance in other cultures. In a state of trance one ‘surrenders’

one’s usual waking consciousness, that works on explicit language and external judgement,

giving up one’s self, in prioritisation of raw experience (that is, being-there, in that moment),

over understanding and categorisation (that is, thinking). The music clearly plays a very

important role in this, and in order to understand by just what mechanism this functions I reexamine our notion of ‘spirit’. Seeing contemporary secular spirituality as a kind of

existential sensitivity one’s own personal being-in-the-world, in line with ‘following one’s

own path’ etc., music began to have a lot more visceral and integral power than a simple

sequence of notes, which leads my study to put forward a new anthropological theory of

music, which sees it as a fundamental dimension of human being. As a means of expression,

music exists as extra-linguistic information, which when heard by the right person is

experienced as raw feeling. On the dancefloor, although the music is chopped, changed and

channelled by the DJ, the music itself is more an ongoing property of the space the crowd

occupies rather than a track authored by a particular person. As such the music, as ‘spirit’,

seeps into your brain and body and supplants the hyper-attentive mode of thought that one

normally thinks through/with. The music as such guides and entices one’s body through

performing the heard sonic landscape, which a dancer experiences as automatically

channelling energy through one’s anatomy. This explains the idiosyncrasy exhibited on a

dancefloor, as everyone throws their cares to the beat in embracing the sensuous current of

the music.

The title of this second chapter, ‘The Pulse of Life’ captures the crucial function of

music at a doof; it ceases to be occasional, discrete listenings and becomes the vibrant,

interactive soundtrack to which we all time our thoughts and actions. As the music is itself a

communally experienced phenomenon, and as its volume often forecloses normal

conversation, the music binds the group together on a ‘subconscious’ level. When actually

dancing on the dancefloor, one can feel the palpable energy of the collective without needed

to discuss it, and one always knows that everyone else is feeling the same shifts in energy that

come from the music. While dancing one does not need to speak to communicate, as those

around one cease to be social persons and become fellow bodies, and their movements are

different expressions of the spirits of the music. I discuss this as the tribalism of the



dancefloor, the primal ecstatic one-ness that makes the activity so pleasurable.

These experiences clearly possessed more significance than just temporary

aberrations in consciousness however, and their therapeutic value became evident.

Intoxicated or not this instance of the healing power of such shifts in consciousness is

consistent with many different similar rituals of cultures the world over, and it was this

cathartic automatism – ‘giving oneself over (to the music)’ – that catalyses this. In the case of

trance at music festivals however, I found there must be more to it. Regular urban life in

Melbourne puts a lot of strain on its residents to perform and be a certain way, and every

interaction serves to further isolate the individual as their own person, supposedly free,

autonomous and more or less self-sufficient. I think this leads to crises of serious widespread

feelings of being personally lost or confused, lacking in solid purpose, and loneliness, beyond

this however the subject is made to feel guilty or at fault because of these feelings, as

dominant discourses attest that these feelings are pathological or defective, rather than

perfectly legitimate expressions of being. In any case, when dancing with a group of eclectic,

relative strangers, there is an implicit but undeniable togetherness that pervades the

dancefloor, and these concerns are suspended, which prompts the air of insouciant celebration

that characterises psytrance dancefloors. Ironically, in a space where rhythm is the very

structure of life, time is unimportant.

So, given the revolutionary potential of these aspects of doofing, my study proceeds

to attempt to establish some context by examining how doofing affects people’s lives, and

how it comes to create its own subculture and community. It seemed evident to me that

doofing imbues regular attendees’ lives with meaning in much the same way that traditional

rituals often do, but in some somewhat different ways. For instance, there is no liturgy or

doctrine in the doof beyond the basic, latent ‘guidelines’ of looking after one another and

‘leave no trace’. In this way instead of inculcating cultural wisdom through set rites and

symbols, doofing encourages the individual to explore their own whim and creative potential.

In a society that affords its members very little of the life direction celebrated in rites

of passage, parties such as doofs provide free spaces outside of the regular ‘secular’ routines

that normally dictate how life is meant to be lived. This ‘world away from the world’ gives

doofers a space to re-evaluate dominant Western culture and its values and norms, as well as

their place within it. Although doofing is primarily a party practice, the subculture that is built

around it most certainly holds its own philosophies, like taking care of the earth for instance,

that pervade the scene. These values are present in varying amounts from doof to doof and

group to group, and whether/to what degree the individual incorporates them is entirely up to

them, yet it is extremely rare to meet a regular doofer that does not espouse something of

these values. As they are often in direct conflict with those of dominant Western capitalist

culture, leaving the doof-world and having to return back home can often be a terribly sad

and trialsome affair, as we all have to go back to ‘normal’ life. The way we as doofers get

through this strain is through one another, knowing that even though a lot of people will

never quite understand the sensational experiences we had in the bush, there were others



there with us who did, and who we will always be tied to despite the fact we may not stay in

touch or even know their names.

Doofing as a pastime consumes huge amounts of time, money and effort, and many

long-term members of the scene have to make some serious concessions in order to ‘get their

fix’. While some incorporate doof(-and psytrance)-culture into their careers, on the whole

most of us use doofing as a ‘release’ from the pressures of urban life, to ‘reground’ and ‘reset’

ourselves, as well as to instigate genuine interpersonal relationships. In that it encourages

attendees to think and act for themselves, as well as providing a critical perspective on

attitudes and practices often taken for granted in mainstream culture in the city, I found

doofing to act like a decolonising method of mind, as well as a social adhesive, in that it

prompts individuals to see others as fellow beings rather than the structural attributes they

hold. Doofers, while endlessly diverse and individual, often tend to think with the collective

in mind, especially in terms of their own ‘crew’. I see this as the reason the doof community

is often referred to as a ‘family’ or ‘tribe’.

The full paper is accompanied by a photographic appendix courtesy of Ari Adar and

Eugenie “Frenchie” Delaby. It is my hope that the thesis serves as a cultural and historical

document of the incredible experience of doofing, and that it attests to the near-endless

creativity, capability and camaraderie of the doof community. Through situating the practice

in anthropological context I insist upon doof’s cultural legitimacy, and hope that what I write

is representative of everyone’s experience. My sincerest thanks to all who have let me

interview them, chatted to me, listened to me ramble, otherwise helped me, and been my

friend throughout. You are in every line of this thesis.
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